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Abstract 
Structural systems may deteriorate under normal operating conditions during their service life. In many situations, damage is not 
easily observed through traditional visual inspection techniques. The need for detecting subtle structural damage and assessing 
the level of impairment presents opportunities to develop innovative solutions beyond typical inspections. One method for 
monitoring and evaluating structures is to measure responses and assess the impairment condition of structures using those 
responses. This paper presents an inverse static assessment method for evaluating structures using this concept. Solutions to such 
an inverse problem are difficult; data streams from structural measurements may be noisy and sometimes incomplete. 
Additionally, finding an exact, explicit, closed-form solution to this problem is often impossible. This paper details a neural 
network approach to solve the inverse impairment detection problem. The approach presented utilizes a deep counter propagation 
neural network that is capable of modeling input-output functional relations even when mathematically explicit formulas are 
unavailable or data is noisy and/or corrupt. 
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1. Introduction  
Neural networks are an artificial model of the human neural structure. They are powerful pattern recognizers and 
classifiers and are particularly suitable for problems that are too complex to be modeled and solved by classical 
mathematics and traditional procedures [1-3]. 
Neural networks have wide-ranging applications in civil engineering. There are numerous research articles that 
have been published which utilize neural networks for solving problems in different civil engineering fields like 
structural engineering, construction engineering, environmental engineering, and water resources engineering [1, 4-
8]. Most of these articles deal with some type of pattern-recognition or learning problem. In this paper, neural 
networks are applied to the structural assessment problem of structural impairment detection.  
Infrastructure such as bridges are strategic and highly important. These structural systems may experience 
damage and deterioration during their service life. Detecting impairments is a critical aspect of managing sustainable 
infrastructure [9]. 
Traditionally, visual inspections have been used to monitor the health of structures [10, 11]. However, in many 
situations, damage is not visible. In these cases, it may be necessary to investigate structural behavior to detect such 
damage. One of the techniques for monitoring a structure is to measure its responses (e.g. eigenmodes, frequencies, 
or static displacements) and assess the structure’s existing damage based on measured responses [12-14]. This 
damage detection problem can be described as an inverse static analysis problem [15-16]. 
Finding an exact and explicit solution to this problem using classical mathematics and traditional procedures is 
unrealistic because of to the complexity of the problem. Alternatively, neural networks can be used to find a suitable 
solution [15-16]. They are capable of modeling input-output functional relations even when mathematically explicit 
formulas are unavailable. 
The vast majority of the applications of neural networks in civil engineering are based on use of a back-
propagation training algorithm, largely due to its simplicity [1]. This supervised learning algorithm finds the weights 
of the links connecting the nodes using a set of training examples and minimizes an error function in the form of the 
squares of the errors between the actual targets of training set and the computed outputs [2,3]. However, measured 
responses from structures are frequently noisy and sometimes incomplete. Furthermore, this form of error function is 
undesirable for approximation problems with noisy data since it attempts to interpolate all data points regardless of 
their quality rather than approximate the target function [17,18,19]. 
2. Problem definition and formulation 
As stated previously, a damage detection problem can be defined as an inverse static analysis problem. In this 
problem it can be assumed that each member has a constant geometry and its damage can be defined as a variation 
in the effective Young’s modulus used in computing the member’s stiffness and linear responses. Additionally, it is 
assumed that damage is uniform along the member. 
Suppose that the extent of each member’s stiffness reduction is shown by a vector ecurrent=(e1,e2,e3,…,em) (i.e. 
effective Young’s modulus of i-th member is equal to the product of  ei its undamaged Young’s modulus, Ei). 
Moreover, experimentally observed responses of structure are gathered in a vector εcurrent=(ε1,ε2,ε3,…,εm). The 
following matrix formulation of the inverse damage-detection problem can be expressed as in Equation 1. For a 
given vector of measured responses εcurrent caused by a given loading pattern F, find the vector ecurrent such that: 
FdeK currentcurrent  u )()( H    (1) 
In this equation K is the structure stiffness matrix and is a function of vector ecurrent, and d is the nodal 
displacements vector and is a function of vector εcurrent. This approach has been used in various articles [15-16]. 
As noted above, one of the issues with measured structure responses is that they are not exact and the data is 
commonly noisy. The problem of noise in the data should be taken into account in a rational manner. Following are 
two different approaches to solving the aforementioned inverse static analysis problem: 
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x Iterative solution 
x One-step solution 
 
The remainder of this paper discusses these two approaches and how neural networks can be utilized within their 
framework. 
3. Iterative solution 
In this approach, the previously defined inverse problem is solved by using an iterative procedure. The general 
procedure of this approach goes as follows: 
 
x An initial set of possible damage scenarios is defined. A numerical simulation model is created for each damage 
scenario and the solution of that analysis is recorded (vectors e and corresponding ε of each damage scenario are 
evaluated). 
x An initial neural network is trained using the training data set created above. In this set ε and e are the input and 
output vectors, respectively. This neural network will be utilized to predict the stiffness reduction factor e based 
on the input vector ε. 
x The trained neural network receives target εcurrent and predicts an answer epredicted for the predefined inverse 
problem. 
x Based on predicted stiffness reduction factor vector epredicted, the structure’s stiffness matrix is calculated. Using 
Equation 1, the nodal displacement vector dpredicted and corresponding strain vector εpredicted is evaluated. 
x Based on the error of the predicted solution (i.e. the difference between εpredicted and εtarget), a new set of training 
data will be created. 
x The neural network will be retrained based on new set of training data includes initial data set and new data set. 
x The algorithm will be repeated until an acceptable error on the final answer is achieved. 
 
Essentially, this method uses neural networks to predict the answer for the next iteration. Neural networks used in 
this method may have a simple structure. 
Noisy input is accounted for by polluting each of the exact response vectors by white Gaussian noise (max 5%) 
and generating 9 noisy response vectors[12,13,20]. The exact response vector and its 9 additional noisy vectors have 
same corresponding stiffness reduction factor vector. In this way, the neural network will consider the effects of 
noise on input data. Figure 1 shows a simple flowchart of this algorithm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Iterative solution algorithm. 
NN creates first set of solutions for e. 
(NN Input is current ε and NN output is e) 
 The εpredicted is computed 
New set of training data for 
NN is calculated based on 
deviation of computed 
εpredicted from ε 
New set of e 
New NN is trained 
Vector e is 
answer if 
deviation is 
small enough!! 
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4. One-step Solution 
In the one-step solution approach, a neural network is utilized to predict the final answer in one step. There is no 
iteration in this method. In this case, the training data set should include a large number of pairs which consist of 
nearly all possible damage case scenarios. Additionally, this training data set should include noisy paired vectors. 
For instance, consider the example in Section 5 (a two dimensional truss bridge with 10 elements). If it is 
assumed that each component of vector e may have a value between 0.5 to 1.0 with a resolution of 0.1 for possible 
states of damage and 9 additional noisy paired vectors, then training data set would have 107 (=106×(9+1)) number 
of paired vectors, which is kind of a huge number. 
In real word problems the number of pairs in training data set will increase exponentially. Because of the massive 
number of training data set, multilayer neural networks may not act well. 
Moreover, one of the most common problems with the use of feed-forward back-propagation multilayer neural 
network is that it leads to an over-fit function. For noisy data, it is better to have a proper-fit function instead of an 
over-fit or under-fit function, therefore other neural network models should be considered. 
Two different approaches that are suitable for modeling problems with huge number of noisy training data set 
have been studied in this paper. 
4.1. Neural Networks with Modified Error Function 
In this approach, the error function is modified in a way that both the error and smoothness of the final predicted 
function are optimized. This approach has been studied in the given references [17,18]. 
4.2. Hybrid Architecture 
In this approach an additional block will be used before using the neural networks block. This block is an 
unsupervised clustering tool. It detects noisy data and clusters them into initial groups. This approach has been 
studied in the given references [15,16,19,21-24]. 
In this paper, new hybrid architecture is suggested and the defined damage detection problem has been solved by 
this approach. 
As depicted in Figure 2, this architecture contains two blocks. The first block is a competitive layer consisting of 
a known number of clustering vectors (Ci) and the second block is a set of similar multilayer feed-forward back-
propagation neural networks (MNN). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Deep counter propagation neural network (Hybrid Architecture). 
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The first block is a clustering layer. During training, it clusters the training data set into a known number of 
clusters. Multilayer neural networks corresponding to each cluster will then be trained with the cluster’s training 
data subset. 
The algorithm for this architecture is as follows: 
 
x The first block contains vectors with random initial weights. Let Wi be the arbitrary initial weight vector assigned 
to the links between the input layer and the i-th cluster. For each pair of training data (e, ε), the Euclidean 
distance between the weight vector Wi and the input vector εinput of the training data pair can be found as follows:  
¦
 
  
m
i
inputijinputii WWd
1
2HH    (2) 
x For the given training pair, each cluster in the competition layer competes with other clusters and the cluster with 
the shortest Euclidean distance to εinput wins. As a result of the competition, the input pair will be assigned to the 
winning cluster and used for training of the corresponding MNN. 
x Additionally, the weight vector Wi assigned to the link connecting the i-th cluster in the competition layer and the 
input layer is adjusted according to the Kohonen learning rule: 
))(()()1( nWanWnW iinputii   H    (3) 
Where ‘n’ is the iteration number and ‘a’ is the learning coefficient. Adeli and Park [19] defines the learning 
coefficient, a, as a function of the iteration number in the following form: 
2)1(
1
 na    (4) 
This formula is more reasonable based on numerical experimentations [19]. 
x After the weight vectors in the competition layer stabilize, the multilayer neural network of each cluster will be 
trained based on their own training data subset. 
 
The Hybrid Neural Network is now ready for simulation. The procedure for simulation goes as follow: 
 
x The Euclidean distance of each cluster’s weight vector to new input εcurrent is calculated. 
currentii Wd H    (5) 
x Clusters are ranked in increasing order based on their distance di. 
x Letting nw be the number of winning clusters, the first nw of ranked clusters are selected as competition winners 
(i.e. nw of clusters with lower distance compared to other clusters). 
x A positive output Zi is set to each winning cluster. Zi is set such that the cluster associated with the weight vector 
closest to the new input εcurrent having the largest output. However, the sum of the outputs in the competition 
layer remains equal to 1.0. Letting Sw be the set of winning clusters, winning cluster j’s output Zj is defined as 
follows: 
))(1(
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¦
¦

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
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In which |Sw|=nw≥2. 
x Simulation result or output of the network (epredicted) is calculated based on the following formula: 
¦ wSi iipredicted eZe    (7) 
In which ei is the output of multilayer neural network of i-th cluster. 
 
It should be noted that during the simulation, the number of winning clusters nw in the competition layer can be 
greater than one. 
 
5. Application 
In this paper, a practical example has been studied to discuss concepts in more detail. In this example a truss 
bridge undergoes a concentrated load P as depicted in Figure 3. An arbitrary vector ecurrent is assumed to show the 
extent of each member’s stiffness reduction. Based on the assumption that the member’s damage is uniform, each 
truss member has a uniform strain εcurrent. Hence, the assumed damage vector and the applied load lead to a unique 
strain vector εcurrent. The scope of this example is to find the current state of each member’s stiffness based on 
measured strains. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Defined impairment detection problem. 
Both the iterative approach and hybrid architecture have been used for solving the stated problem. 
For the iterative approach, a multilayer neural network with hidden layer comprised of 20 neurons has been used 
for the predictive block in the iterative solution. Results are placed in Table 1. After 22 loops, the solver converged 
to an answer with acceptable error in measured strains. 
For the hybrid architecture approach, a competitive layer with 10 clusters and a multilayer neural network with a 
hidden layer comprised of 10 neurons for each cluster has been considered. Results from this approach are tabulated 
in last column of Table 1. 
The advantage of using the hybrid architecture is that it can lead to a proper-fit estimated function. As stated 
previously, input data (measured strains) for this network may include some considerable error. Using several 
clusters and more than one winner help the neural network to create a smoother curve and be robust against noisy 
data. 
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     Table 1. Impairment detection results 
Member name Assumed reduction factor 
(ecurrent) 
Iterative solution 
(epredicted) 
Hybrid architecture approach 
(epredicted) 
1 0.95 0.943 0.949 
2 1.00 0.994 0.988 
3 0.73 0.731 0.735 
4 1.00 0.979 0.998 
5 0.89 0.885 0.893 
6 1.00 0.993 0.986 
7 0.70 0.705 0.696 
8 0.63 0.628 0.634 
9 0.82 0.841 0.824 
10 0.75 0.752 0.742 
 
6. Conclusions 
Structure impairment detection problem is defined as an inversed static problem and it is solved by using two 
different and robust approaches. Moreover, by adding noisy responses into training data set, the problem of noisy 
input data is considered. Results show that both the approaches have robust predictions even when recorded 
response is noisy. 
Hybrid architecture proposed in this paper is a novel structure of counter propagation neural network family. 
Results show that this type of neural network is suitable for working with training data sets with massive number of 
components. 
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